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Across
1. “I think”: Abbr. 
4. apply, as of makeup or 
  paint (2 wds.) 
11. unit describing 
  video information storage: 
  Abbr.  
14. fluid pouch 
15. type of camera that can
  be made from a box
16. 2011 animated film
  about macaws 
17. direct object case: Abbr.
18. comprising a frigid body
  fluid? 
20. wild sheep found in
  Northern Africa 
22. succeed, slangily  
23. Southern neighbor of 
  Mass. 
24. freezing appendages? 

26. use your ears 
28. infection on the 
  eyelid 
29. flowers whose name 
  comes from the French for 
  “thought”  
30. tethered 
34.        of good feelings 
35. chilly neck 
  supporters? 
39. passenger car with off-
  road functions: Abbr. 
40.         to; approach 
  (2 wds.) 
41. early adolescent  
44. assists 
47. slang term for “cool”
  often associated with 
  hippies 
48. frosty brain 
  container? 

52. baby powder 
  ingredient 
53. having a mixture of
  white and another color 
  hair (usually describing a
  horse)  
54. move slightly  
55. having an icy blood
  pump? 
58. gorilla or human, for 
  example 
59. internet address: 
  Abbr. 
60. loans 
61. Indian state known for
  its beaches 
62. letter before T, 
  phonetically 
63. Old Regime French 
  social classes 
64.         all be all  

Down
1. biblical son of Abraham
2. instructional patterns in 
  computer science 
3. supernatural practice or
  belief, with “the” 
4. nutritional supplement brand
             Sports: Abbr.  
5. wash without soap 
6. Fester or Sam, for 
  example 
7. young pig 
8. consecrated 
9. ancient
10. antibiotic brand used to
  treat lung infections 
11. edge of cultivated land, in
  the American West, for 
  example 
12. first settlers of 11 Down,
  perhaps 
13. earth and the grass growing
  in it 
19. opposite of gain 
21. idealized moment or 
  scene 
25. provide sustenance
  to 
26. tool used to 
serve soup                                                                                                               
27. Nakasone’s org. as of May
  2018 
29. family of West African 
  languages 
31. strength or advan-
  tage  
32. lower part of the leg 
33. tray used to carry
  bricks 
35. people who put together art
  exhibits 
36. pants with a chest
  flap 
37. pair (from the
  Greek) 
38. long heroic poems 
39. sunscreen rating: 
  Abbr. 
42.         you so 
43. card game using a deck 
  of 24 
45. period of old age 
46. be taken down by, with
  regards to a banana peel 
  perhaps 
48. “Star Trek” creatures that 
  burrow through rock 
49. patronize, of a 
  restaurant  
50. anoint, archaically  
51. sense of impending
  doom 
53. tirade 
55. necessity for a pool
  party 
56. homophone of “ease”
57. handheld Nintendo 
  consoles: Abbr.


